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Features
 High sensitivity

 Bigger magnet, bigger power handling 

 Paper woofer cone

 Reinforced double fabric suspension

JBL performance loud sound speaker is available.
JBL Shock Wave is 6.5" midrange speakers of car aftermarket audio system. It features 
exceptionally high sensitivity and super powerful magnetic system to deliver more louder and 
better sound quality. Pressed pulp cone with reinforced double fabric suspension to ensure 
steady, balanced sound and long performance life. Designed with EVA vibration protection 
gasket and easy and reliable connector makes installation even available to a novice. It comes 
with 3 family members: 85W65, 100W65, 150W65, it offers louder and louder audio output for 
factory speakers upgrade.

6.5" (165mm) midrange car audio speakers, engineered with high sensitivity to deliver optimized 
sound and high volumes 

SHOCK WAVE 100W65

What’s in the box:
2x Speakers

4x Foam gasket

1x OM

1x Sticker SHOCK WAVE

1x Sticker JBL DARE TO LISTEN

Technical specifications:
	Power Handling: 100W RMS, 200W peak

	Sensitivity (@ 2.83V/m): 96dB

	Frequency Response: 80Hz – 20kHz

	Nominal Impedance: 4.0 ohms

Features and Benefits 

High sensitivity
The JBL Shock Wave speaker’s lineup features a higher sensitivity and delivers louder, 
more impressive sound quality.

Bigger magnet, bigger power handling 
The JBL Shock Wave speaker’s lineup features a bigger and more powerful magnetic system and 
delivers higher power handling and louder sound than JBL other products.

Paper woofer cone
JBL Shock Wave speakers’ paper woofer cone is designed with excellent damping characteristics 
and to deliver clean and balanced sound quality.

Reinforced double fabric suspension
The reinforced double fabric suspension decreases the deformation damage of speaker cone and 
features a more steady sound performance and a longer product lifecycle.
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